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The RAF helicopter was rigged for
the utility role with side-facing web seats
in the interior. Walking up the rear ramp
into the helicopter, I noted the impres-
sive cabin size. It is larger than that of
the S-92, befitting its overall larger size
and higher gross weight. While the cab-
in height is virtually the same in both
helicopters, the EH-101 cabin is 1.5 ft.
wider and more than 3.3 ft. longer. The
overall larger size requires the EH-101
to be fitted with “low rider” wheels pri-
or to being loaded on a Boeing C-17.
The tail has to be prefolded, but in the
naval EH-101 an electrical system is in-
stalled, and folding takes about 2 min.,
according to Lockheed Martin officials.
The main rotor blades have to be re-
moved, but when they are refitted on
the helicopter after it’s taken from the
cargo aircraft, without rigging adjust-
ments, the first flight is to confirm op-
eration, rather than a required test flight.
Time required for preparation for
stowage or reassembly is under the 5-hr.
target, company officials say.

Dale took the right seat, I flew from
the left. The auxiliary power unit was op-
erating so we had power to the cockpit.
The RAF version of the helicopter is
equipped with an eight-Smith-cathode-
ray tube display for the instrument pan-
el. Dale said the EH-101s destined for
the Danish air force this year would have

six LCDs installed in place of the CRTs.
The Danish helicopter also will have cur-
rent TCAS and GPWS installed plus a
second GPS—the same configuration as
on the presidential mission submission. 

I found the system displays to be easy
to read, and with a little study, could un-
derstand how they operate. You could
tell that pilots supplied input to the en-
gineers in the design process. The pri-
mary flight displays also were very func-
tional, and taken overall in the flight,

provided excellent situational aware-
ness. A moving map display will be
added to RAF Merlins, but is standard
equipment on later versions of the EH-
101. The cockpit is night-vision-goggle
capable, as is the cabin, with the activa-
tion of one switch. Dale said the RAF
uses the goggles for all night flights. 

We started the No. 1 en-
gine first. The left engine is
tied to the auxiliary gearbox
and does not directly turn the
main rotors. The middle, or
No. 2 engine, once started,
had the main rotor turning.
The No. 3 engine functions
much like the No. 1. Dale
said they have demonstrated
the ability to go from cold
helicopter to takeoff in 90
sec. While he would activate

this capability later, he said that they of-
ten shut down the right engine in cruise
to provide more range or greater loiter
time. Nominal range for the Mk. 3 is
close to 750 naut. mi. with internal fuel,
but with the right engine off during
cruise, can be extended to near 1,000
naut. mi. Dale said the engines have pre-
sented no problems during RAF oper-
ations, including the center engine in
hot and sandy conditions.

Maj. Alex Thomson, a Canadian Air

RAF Sqdn. Leader Al Dale, demonstrating
insertion of troops capability, descends into a
relatively small grass field. Four RAF Merlin
Mk. 3s flew in Operation Iraqi Freedom for
five months on anti-surface, troop delivery
and long-range delivery missions. 

Continuous deicing 
of tail rotor blades and
sequenced deicing
of main rotor blades are
provided
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